NIGHT TEST
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1.) Who is the FIRST character introduced in Night?
A.) Elie Wiesel
B.) Adolf Hitler
C.) Elie's mother
D.) Moshe the Beadle
2.) What town is Eliezer from?
A.) Germany
B.) Translyvania
C.) Sighet
D.) Poland
3.) How many sisters did Elie have?
A.) 0
B.) 2
C.) 3
D.) 5
4.) Why was Moshe the Beadle deported?
A.) He was wanted for a crime he committed
B.) He was an illegal immigrant
C.) He was Jewish
D.) None of the above
5.) Who tried warning the town of Sighet of the German troops coming to deport them?
A.) Shlomo
B.) Moshe The Beadle
C.) Elie Wiesel
D.) The Rabbi
6.) What did the town think of him after the supposed warning?
A.) They take his warning seriously
B.) They're indifferent about his warning
C.) They think he is simply crazy and begging for attention
D.) They think he is their savior
7.) What news does Elie's father learn during a late-night council meeting?
A.) They were to be deported to Auschwitz
B.) They were being sent to America
C.) They were to be deported.
D.) None of the above
8.) Where were the Jews of Sighet sent before being deported?
A.) To a jail
B.) To Treblinka
C.) To a ghetto
D.) To Buna

9.) What year was Elie deported?
A.) 1945-1946
B.) 1845-1846
C.) 1943-1944
D.) 1940-1941
10.) How old was Elie when he was deported?
A.) 16
B.) 15
C.) 18
D.) 12
11. Which sentence does not describe Moshe the Beadle?
A. He worked at the Hasidic synagogue.
B. He was able to make himself seem insignificant.
C. He was Aryan, not Jewish.
D. He was timid and did not speak much.
12. Which sentence describe Elie Wiesel's father?
A. He was the most learned man in the town.
B. He was cultured and unsentimental.
C. He had great concern for his community.
D. All of the above are true.
13. Why was Moshe the Beadle important to Elie Wiesel?
A. Moshe taught Elie to read.
B. Moshe was the only person who understood Elie's feelings.
C. Moshe inspired Elie to make plans to leave Sighet and study at a university.
D. Moshe became instructor in the mystical aspects of the Jewish faith.
14. What did Moshe the Beadle tell the people on his return from being deported?
A. The foreign Jews were made to dig coal to fill the
large furnaces.
B. The foreign Jews were shot and dumped into large
mass graves.
C. The foreign Jews were sent on a boat to Palestine.
D. The foreign Jews who had money were able to buy
their freedom.

15. What was the setting and the years for the first section of the book?
A. 1935-1939 in Prague, Czechoslovakia to Auschwitz
B. 1950-1952 in Palestine and Jerusalem to Birkenau
C. 1910-1915 in Berlin, Germany to Buchenwald
D. 1941-1944 from Sighet, Transylvania to Auschwitz
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16.) How many people were on each cattle train?
A.) 10
B.) 15
C.) 40
D.) 80
17.) What did the German officers say would happen to the people on the train if anyone went missing?
A.) They would be hung
B.) They would be pushed off the moving train
C.) They would be shot
D.) They would be starved
18.) What does Madame Schachter have visions of?
A.) The gas chamber
B.) Death
C.) Her possessions being lost
D.) Fire
E.) The furnace
19.) What do the men on the train do initially when Madame Schachter began to scream?
A.) They tried to comfort her
B.) They ignored her
C.) They screamed at her
D.) They look for help
20.) After Madame Schachter wouldn't calm down what did the men proceed to do?
A.) They ignored her
B.) They beat her
C.) They told the German soldiers to shoot her
D.) They continued to try to calm her down
21.) What were the Jew's told when the train arrived at Auschwitz?
A.) That they would probably die there
B.) That they were not going to be separated
C.) That they were lucky
D.) None of the above

22.) To what camp are the Jews first brought ?
A.) A hut
B.) Auschwitz
C.) Russia
D.) Birkenau
23.) As they arrived, Madame Schachter screamed yet again, what did everybody do?
A.) Cursed at her
B.) Looked at the crematoria (ovens) smokestacks
C.) Angrily pushed her off the train
D.) Ignored her and got off the train

24.) What did they see when they arrive?
A.) Children in a line, being shot
B.) Bodies in ditches
C.) Smoke rising from chimneys
D.) Adolf Hitler ordering German troops
25. What did Madame Schächter see in her vision?
A. She saw large open graves full of children.
B. She saw a fire--a furnace, with huge flames.
C. She saw row after row of empty houses.
D. She saw the face of Hitler laughing at the entire world.
26. What did the Jews in the train car discover when they looked out the window?
A. They saw several large factories..
B. They saw lines of soldiers ready to beat them.
C. They saw flames gushing out of a tall chimney
D. They saw wagons full of dead bodies.
27. What did Wiesel say about the travelers' illusions?
A. They left their illusions in the ghetto in Sighet.
B. They were still clinging to their illusions even
though they gave up their possessions.
C. They left their cherished objects on the train.
D. Seeing the German soldiers made them give up their illusions.

Chapter Three

28.) Who is Elie separated from in Birkenau?
A.) All the adults
B.) His entire family
C.) His mother and sister
D.) Just his father
29.) How old does Elie pretend to be?
A.) 18
B.) 21
C.) 16
D.) 13
30.) What was Elie told about the crematory?
A.) That it was where bad children were taken
B.) That that's where the food was cooked
C.) That it was to be Elie's grave
D.) None of the above
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31.) How did Dr. Mengele separate the men?
A.) By economic status
B.) By who could work and who could not work
C.) By weight class
D.) By eye and hair color
32.) Who was Dr. Mengele?
A.) An SS officer
B.) Hitler's brother
C.) A low-ranking German officer
D.) A Jewish ally in the war
33.) What did the Jews see as they marched to the barracks?
A.) A line of hung bodies
B.) Other Jewish prisoners working
C.) Babies being thrown in burning ditches
D.) Children being shot execution style
34.) After what they saw on their way to the barracks, what did the Jews begin to do?
A.) Run away
B.) Cry
C.) Pray
D.) Fall to the ground
35.) What did the SS officer say would happen to them if they were not fit to work?
A.) They would be hung
B.) They would go back home
C.) They would be locked away and starved
D.) They would be sent to the crematory
36.) Why might Elie have lied to Stein of Antwerp about hearing good news concerning his wife and children?
A.) To make the man happy
B.) It was a spur of the moment decision
C.) To be mean
D.) None of the above
37.) How long do the Wiesels stay in Auschwitz?
A.) A week
B.) 10 days
C.) 3 weeks
D.) Almost one year

38. Which notorious SS officer did they meet at the concentration camp?
A. They met Hitler himself.
B. They met Eichman.
C. They met General Kolomaye.
D. They met Dr. Mengele.

39. What was Elie's main thought as the men and women were being herded from the train?
A. It was to stay with his father at all costs.
B. It was to keep his faith in God.
C. It was to stay alive and healthy.
D. It was to be as brave as possible.
40. True or False: The people were reciting the Kaddish, the prayer for the dead, for themselves.
A. True
B. False

41 True or False: Elie beat up the gypsy who struck his father.
A. True
B. False

42. Which statement is true?
A. They went to Birkenau, then to Bergen-Belsen, then to Auschwitz.
B. They stayed at Nuremberg for one month.
C. They stayed at Galicia for six days, then went to Birkenau.
D. They were at Auschwitz for about three weeks. Then they went to Buna.
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43.) What was the name of the camp that Elie and his father arrived at during the beginning of chapter 4?
A.) Auschwitz
B.) Buchenwalk
C.) Tribeblinka
D.) Buna
44.) Where are they first taken to work?
A.) An electrical equiptment warehouse
B.) The gaschambers
C.) The dentistry wing
D.) None of the above
45.) Who is known for his 'fits of rage'?
A.) Juliek
B.) Idek
C.) Yossi and Tibi
D.) Franek
46.) What happened to the evil dentist?
A.) He was executed for stealing goods
B.) He went to America to make more profit
C.) He was hung for smuggling
D.) He fell ill

47.) Why didn't Elie feel pity for the dentist?
A.) He disliked the dentist for taking advantage of his body for profit
B.) He was too busy worrying about himself
C.) It was the dentists' destiny
D.) The dentist beat Elie
48.) What was Elie's father beaten with?
A.) A metal chain
B.) A iron skillet
C.) An iron bar
D.) A bat-like piece of wood
49.) What did Franek give Elie for his gold crown?
A.) A piece of bread
B.) A shank
C.) Energy pills
D.) Nothing
50.) How many times was Elie whipped for walking in on Idek and a girl?
A.) 50
B.) 25
C.) 20
D.) 100
51.) During the bombing, what did one inmate try to do that caused him to die?
A.) He attempted to steal soup
B.) He tried to escape
C.) He begins to scream
D.) He attacks an SS officer
52.) What did Elie say the soup tasted like?
A.) Chicken noodle
B.) Human feces
C.) Corpses
D.) None of the above
53. True or False: The dentist gave Elie a gold crown for one of his rotten teeth.
A. True
B. False
54. What did Elie Wiesel do when Idek hit his father?
A. Elie did not do anything to help his father.
B. He hit Idek over the head with a chair.
C. He prayed out loud for forgiveness for Idek.
D. He hit his father himself for not avoiding Idek's punishment.
55. What did Franek want from Elie?
A. He wanted Elie's new shoes.
B. He wanted the money Elie was hiding in the hem of his pants.
C. He wanted Elie's gold tooth.
D. He wanted Elie's blanket.

56. True or False: Elie gave up the item to keep Franek from tormenting his father.
A. True
B. False
57. What were the only things in which Elie took an interest?
A. He only took an interest in sleep and prayer.
B. He only took an interest in his and his father's health.
C. He only took an interest in counting the days until he could get out.
D. He only took an interest in his soup and his crust of stale bread.
58. True or False: Elie said the men were more depressed than ever after the air raid.
A. True
B. False
59. What happened to the young man from Warsaw?
A. He was tortured and hanged for hitting an SS officer.
B. He was electrocuted when he tried to climb over the fence.
C. He was hanged for stealing during the air-raid.
D. He was shot while trying to escape.

60. How did Elie say the soup tasted the night the pipel (young servant boy) was hanged?
A. He said it tasted delicious.
B. He said he did not even taste it.
C. He said it tasted of corpses.
D. He said it tasted like blood.
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61.) Who is in charge of the selection process in Buna?
A.) Franek
B.) Dr. Mengele
C.) Idek
D.) Akiba Drumer
62.) How are the prisoners told to pass the selection process?
A.) Sneak away
B.) Run ahead of the SS officers
C.) Give the head SS officer an offering
D.) None of the above
E.) Run fast and look lively
63.) Why does Elie move fast like the other young prisoners?
A.) His father told him not to
B.) He was mad at God
C.) He was too hungry
D.) He was trying to prove a point
E) He was young and fast – like the other teens

64.) What holiday is celebrated at the end of the Jewish year?
A.) Christmas
B.) Hannukah
C.) Passover
D.) Yon Kipper
65.) What does Elie confess to himself concerning GOD?
A.) That he stole another prisoner’s meal
B.) That he couldn't believe in God
C.) That he didn't have the will to live anymore
D.) He is angry at GOD for allowing this to happen.
66.) What causes Elie to need surgery?
A.) A swollen foot
B.) A broken shoulder
C.) Severe frostbite
D.) A tumor
67.) Why is Elie in a different block then his dad at Buna?
A.) Because they intimidated the guards
B.) Because the officers wanted to punish them
C.) Because Elie was transferred to a different facility to work
D.) Because of their ages
68.) What does Mr. Wiesel give Elie when he thinks he is going to die?
A.) The remainder of his bread and water
B.) A picture of their family
C.) A cross necklace
D.) A knife and spoon
69.) What does Akiba Drumer ask Elie and his father and their friends to do after he dies?
A.) Recite the Kaddish
B.) Get the news back to his family
C.) Be strong and have hope
D.) Check under his bunk for hidden valuables
70.) What is Elie scared of during his recovery?
A.) That his father will be selected without him knowing
B.) That he will be selected
C.) That help would come without him
D.) That his leg had been cut off

71. When did the men hold their prayer service and wish each other a Happy New Year?
A. on the eve of Rosh Hashana
B. on the first day of Hanukkah
C. on Yom Kippur
D. on December 31

72. What was Elie's decision about fasting on Yom Kippur? Why did he make that decision?
A. He fasted because it was the right thing to do.
B. He did not fast, partly as an act of rebellion against God, and partly because of Father’s order.
73. What was Elie's inheritance from his father?
A. The inheritance was a few diamonds Mr. Wiesel had hidden in the heel of his shoe.
B. The inheritance was a gold watch and chain.
C. The inheritance was a knife and spoon.
D. The inheritance was a long underwear and a pair of socks.
74. Why was his father giving the inheritance to Elie?
A. Mr. Wiesel had been selected. He was giving it to his son before his death.
B. Mr. Wiesel thought Elie might be able to buy his freedom.
C. Mr. Wiesel wanted Elie to be comfortable.
D. Mr. Wiesel thought Elie had a better chance of hiding the things than he did.
75. Did the men remember to say the Kaddish for Akiba Drumer?
A. Yes, they did.
B. No, they did not.
76. What did Elie dream of when he dreamed of a better world?
A. He imagined a world without German soldiers.
B. He imagined a soup pot that was always full.
C. He imagined all people living in peace.
D. He imagined a world with no bells.
177. What happened to the patients who stayed in the hospital instead of being evacuated?
A. The local townspeople took care of them until the end of the war.
B. They all died of starvation.
C. They were liberated by the Russians two days after the others left.
D. They were murdered by the Germans before they left.
78. What was the last thing the head of the block ordered the men to do before they evacuated?
A. He ordered them to burn all of the buildings.
B. He ordered them to shred all of the records about the camp.
C. He ordered them to eat all of the remaining food.
D. He ordered them to clean the block.
79. What was the weather like during the evacuation?
A. It rained the entire time.
B. It snowed the entire time.
C. It was clear but below zero.
D. There was a hail storm.

80. In what year does Elie’s death march take place?
A. 1942
B. 1943
C. 1944
D. 1945
E. 1946

Chapter Six
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81.) What did the SS officers threaten to do to the ones who couldn't keep up on the run?
A.) That they would kill them
B.) That they would let them starve
C.) That they would go after their families
D.) That they would shoot them in the knee
82.) What happens to Elie's friend, Zalman?
A.) He is shot
B.) He is trampled by prisoners
C.) He has a seizure
D.) He passes out in the snow and is left there to die
83.) After running for hours, where do Elie and his father go to rest?
A.) A ditch, covered in moss
B.) A broken down truck's bed
C.) Beside a n nearly frozen tree
D.) In a abandoned shed
84.) Why did Mr. Wiesel wake Elie up?
A.) He said it was dangerous to sleep in the snow
B.) He thought he was dead
C.) He thought they had the chance to escape
D.) He wanted to move to a different location
85.) What camp do the finally reach?
A.) Buna
B.) Treblenka
C.) Gleiwitz
D.) Buckenwald
86.) What are the conditions like at the camp?
A.) Falling apart
B.) Extremely crowded
C.) Overgrown with decaying bodies
D.) Overbearingly loud
87.) What is Juliek worried about most?
A.) Being killed in his sleep
B.) His violin being smashed
C.) Elie losing his father
D.) None of the above
88.) What does Elie wake up to?
A.) Juliek dead
B.) His father being beaten
C.) SS guards whipping prisoners
D.) A man beside him weeping

19.) How long do they stay at the camp without food and water?
A.) 2 days
B.) 3 days
C.) 4 days
D.) 1 week
90.) What does Elie do when his father is put on the "bad" side during selection?
A.) Sneak over there and bring him to the other side
B.) Distract the SS officers while Shlomo returns to the other side
C.) Weeps, thinking his father is going to die
D.) Holds Shlomo and reassures him that everything is okay
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91.) How does Elie convince prisoners not to throw Elie's father off the train?
A.) By bribing them with bread
B.) He told them that if they did, he would push them out
C.) He convinced them that his father was still alive
D.) He said that if they did, God was watching

92.) What is Elie horrified by during the train ride?
A.) People killing each other over a piece of bread
B.) Prisoners pick-pocketing corpses for anything they could find
C.) A prisoner committing suicide by jumping out of the train
D.) An SS officer taunting the prisoners with food

Chapter Eight
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93.) What does the doctor tell Elie about his father?
A.) That doctors in Germany weren't qualified to deal with Shlomo's health issues
B.) That since he was a Jew there was nothing he would do for him
C.) That any treatment was useless and he would die soon
D.) That he needed more calcium and fiber in his diet
94.) When Elie’s father is in bed resting, what do the prisoners beside him do?
A.) Comfort him and tell stories
B.) Beat him and steal all his food
C.) Taunt him
D.) Threw feces at him

95.) What does the head of the block tell Elie?
A.) That if he was pure, like a German, none of this would have happened
B.) That his father was lucky that he was dying
C.) That he should forget about his father and look after himself
D.) That he was a burden to society
96.) Why does Elie feel guilty when his father dies?
A.) He wishes he was the one who died and not his father
B.) He didn't stay by his father’s side
C.) He earlier recalled wishing his father was dead
D.) He didn't cry
97. What terrible thought does Elie have when he knows his father has died?
a. “How can I live?”
b. “What will I tell the family?”
c. “Will I be blamed for father’s death?”
d. “I’m free at last!”
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98.) What did Elie think about first when he got out prison?
A.) His family
B.) Getting revenge on the Nazis'
C.) Where he was going to go
D.) Eating
E) Alcohol

99. Why didn’t the Nazi SS kill the Jews at the end?
a. Oscar Schindler talked them out of it.
b. The SS realized that kindness is superior to cruelty.
c. The SS hurriedly ran away in fear of the approaching Russians
100.) What does Elie see in the mirror at the hospital?
A.) A corpse
B.) His father
C.) Moshe the Beadle
D.) Himself

